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Abstract. The non-perturbalive method, developed recently, of WKB approximation in
complex time is applied to some known curved space time. Three cases namely (1) static in
and out region, (2) non-static in and out region, (3) static in and non static out region are
considered here. We find non-trivial particle production corresponding to the quantum vacuum
definition of Castagnino and Mazzitelli.
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I. Introduction
The particle production by a time dependent field is an active area of research both
in quantum electrodynamics and quantum cosmology. The primary work in this
direction dates back to Schwinger [1] who calculated Im Lef t, (needed in defining
probability of particle production) for particles moving in electric and magnetic fields,
and the field of a plane electromagnetic wave. Subsequently many authors I-2-8]
have considered the particle production in various frameworks. In quantum
cosmology the particle production plays an important role in the inflationary model
of the universe. In this model though the universe classically turns back from a finite
radius to an expanding mode, quantum corrections that occur at Planck length do
not lead to bounce off at finite radius and re-expand to infinity. The universe may
not reexpand at all or if it expands it does not settle down to Friedman solution,
rather it explodes with a de Sitter mode with
ds 2 = dt 2 _ a2(t)[dx 2 + d y 2 + d z 2 ] ,

(1)

where a(t)= exp(At); A > 0 . To have an exit from the inflationary scenario, one
requires damping so that a(t) settles down to steady Friedman mode. It is suggested
that in isotropic cosmologies damping comes from particle production and it is due
to time dependent change in curvature or matter fields in the model. This in turn is
related to the cosmological constant problem. In all standard models of inflationary
universe, it is impossible to demand zero vacuum energy in both the symmetric
and asymmetric phase. Practically vacuum energy is large enough i.e., we have a
large cosmological constant whereas the present limit of cosmological constant fixed
by Hubble's measurement is [AI/m~ < 10 -12°, where mp is the Planck mass. It is
hoped that in expanding universe particle production might cause a large Aini,,i to
arrive at the value Aobs/mp2 < 10-120 satisfactorily. This idea is as follows. In curved
space time when one deals with motion of particles in a gravitational background,
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one requires to define 'in' and 'out' vacuua corresponding to given gravitational
background. In such a situation particle production might occur as the particle
evolves from 'in' vacuum to 'out' vacuum due to a change in vacuum energy. This
is turn, can be regarded as a change in the effective cosmological constant as the
particle production proceeds. In view of the importance of particle production as
mentioned above, it is necessary to look at its scenario in expanding space time. The
present paper is an attempt in this direction.
In this paper we will concentrate mainly on the particle production in some models
of expanding universe i.e., d/a > 0 within the framework of recently proposed WKB
approximation in complex time 1,9: referred to as I] to settle the role of vacuua, a
delicate object in curved space time. The standard procedure in dealing with particle
production is to evaluate the Bogolubov mixing transformation and classify the
vacuum. The energy momentum of the created particle is evaluated by computing
the energy differences corresponding to the two sets of vacuua, namely adiabatic and
conformal vacuua. In curved space time the appropriate definition of vacuum is still
not well resolved. Moreover one is not able to calculate (T~v) more than one loop
approximation satisfactorily. In Bogolubov transformation technique, out of the many
possible solutions only two particular sets are chosen to fix the vacuua and hence
the Bobolubov coefficients ~tk and flk are fixed. A non-zero ~ implies particle
production with a mixing of positive and negative energy states. The procedure does
not elucidate clearly the role of paths especially the complex paths of scattering states
as well as the origin of thermal spectrum. More specifically the role of tunnelling
paths i.e., paths in imaginary time is not exemplified by Bogolubov transformation
technique. The complex paths are necessary to explain the particle production in
curved space time.
To bypass this difficulty, we take recourse to a non perturbative method of WKB
approximation in complex time, recently developed by us 1,9, 10]. In most problems
e.g., problems dealing with motion of particles in strong time varying electromagnetic
field, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation in quantum cosmology I11], transport equation
in quark gluon plasma based on Wigner representation [12], the temporal equation
takes the form of one dimensional Schr6dinger equation, not in space but in time,
viz.,

dt 2

+ 1,w' - V(t)]¢, = 0 ,

(2)

where w plays the role of energy and V(t) is a time dependent potential.
Knoll and Schaeffer 1,,13, 14] and Schrempp and Schrempp 1,,15] developed the
method of complex reflection using semiclassical paths in space. We extend the method
to the time variable in the form of the complex multiple reflection in time 1,9, 10]
treating V(t) as a function of complex time t.
The WKB approximation for complex trajectories accounts for contribution of the
order o f e x p ( - c/h) to the usual WKB wave which would vanish in the classical limit.
The WKB approximation generalised to complex time turns out to reproduce
quantitatively all quantum mechanical effects and remain accurate in cases when the
potential V(t) varies rapidly over a distance of wavelength or less.
In some problems particle production takes place by non-local barrier penetration.
In WKB approximation this non-local behaviour is well described by non-local
functional S1,w2 - V(t)]~/2dt. Moreover, the complex path approach takes into
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account the behaviour of tunnelling path (mainly in Euclidean space) that is barely
needed for mixing of positive and negative energy states. One loop correction, basically
an order h approximation, breaks down when the quantum correction is large enough
compared to classical contribution. Therefore it is necessary to look at the particle
production through semiclassical WKB approximation, and if it is unimportant in
WKB approximation it is unlikely to be important in an improved approximation
[21. In wavefunction or classical path approaches it is found by many authors that
the region near the turning points (bounces in the problem considered) is important,
whereas the WKB approximation (real paths) is needed to show that the region away
from the points is negligible.
In § 2 we briefly outline the method of complex multiple reflection in time. The
role of vacuum has been discussed in § 3. In §4 we apply our method to calculate
pair production amplitude in some known space times. We discuss three cases viz.,
the static in and out region; non static in and out region and finally static in and
non-static out region. The consequences of the results are then discussed. Concluding
remarks are given in § 5.

2. WKB approximation in complex time
Let us start with the one dimensional Schr6dinger equation in time i.e., equation (2)
and generalize the result of Schrempp and Schrempp [141 in complex t-plane where
V(t) is treated as a function of complex t. In this approach one starts at a real point
and ends at another real point, but is complex in between. In our work we consider
two cases with
tl(t) = [ w 2 -

v ( t ) l 1/2,

(3)

having one and two turning points, real or complex. The standard WKB approximation
with real t is written as [15]
=

(71--exp f/~(t)dt -4

Eft(t)11/2

J

C2

[ ~ ( t ) l ~/2

exp f ( -

i)~(t)dt.

(4)

To proceed with WKB approximation in complex time we define

S(t, t') =

I'

fl(t)dt = S(t) - S(t').

(5)

In (5), S(t) refers to the value of the integral evaluated at the limit t i.e.,

,6,
Treating ~(t) as a function of complex t the turning points are determined from
~ ( t ) -- [w 2 -

V(t)1 ~/2 = 0.

(7)

The boundary conditions are chosen such that

g/.,,exp[iS(ttl)]
~0 ~ exp[iS(t tl)] + i R e x p [ - iS(t tt)];

; t-*-

oo

t ~ 00
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where R is called reflection amplitude. In (8) t is real but the turning points t~ and
t 2 are complex. When we consider the pair production as a consequence of reflection
in time, the reflection coefficient is identified as pair production amplitude. The basis
of our method rests on Feynmann prescription [9] of negative energy particle solution
propagating backward in time as being equivalent to positive energy antiparticle
solution moving forward in time. The idea of considering particle production as a
process of reflection in time was also pursued by Cornwall and Tiektopoulos [17],
albeit in a different context. They view pair production as Klein paradox like situation,
not, in space but in time. Our approach is a generalization of the Klein paradox like
situation, not in space but in time, proposed by Cornwall and Ticktopoulos [17]. In
I we have established connection between reflection in time and pair production
namely
Ipair production amplitudel2 = Ireflection amplitudel 2.

(9)

In other words, the particle production amplitude, using complex semiclassical
method yields wavefunction identical to that obtained by generalized WKB
approximation.
Case A: One turnino point

For one complex turning point h, the complex semielassical approximation leads to
the wavefunction [9]
~k(t) ~ exp[iS(t to)] + ( - i)exp[iS(tl to)] exp [ - iS(t tl)]

(10)

where we have dropped the WKB pre-exponential factor for convenience. In (10) the
complex turning point is determined from (7) and S(t t') is defined as in (5). Equation
(10) is interpreted as follows. A wave starting from t = to and ending at t can be
considered to be composed of (i) a wave starting at t = t 0, moving left reaches t and
(ii) a wave starting at t = to reaches the complex reflection point t t and turns back
towards t. The factor ( - i) in (10) has been introduced to ensure retleetion at tl.
Equation (10) leads to the pair production amplitude [9]
(11)

R = - expE2iS(tl)].
Case B: Two turning points

For two turning points tl and t 2 in the complex t plane the resulting multiple reflection
series is given by [9, I0]

d/(t) "

exp[iS(t to) ] +
(- i)exp[iS(tto)-

iS(ttl)] ~ [ - icxp{iS(tlt2)}] 2~

(12)

#ffiO

The interpretation of (12) is as follows. The classical trajectories building up the
quantum mechanical waves are (i) the direct (real) trajectory from to to t represented
by the first term in (12) and (ii) the trajectory from to returning to t after complex
reflections between t and t2 leading to geometrical series E ~== 0 in (12). In the
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usual WKB approximation with real semiclassicai path we have only the first term
exp[iS(t to) ] in (12). But in the case under discussion a second term makes its presence
due to contribution from reflection. Equation (12) leads to the reflection coefficient [9]
R=

exp[2iS(tl)]
1 + exp[2iS(tl t2)]"

(13)

In the expressions for pair production amplitude R in (11) and (13) we have overlooked
contribution from to limit. This is justified in view of the following. In our early works
[9, 10] we have established the equivalence between this method and the Bogolubov
transformation technique [18, 19] that is generally used in cosmological particle
creation problems. One may recall that while calculating the pair production
amplitude through Bogolubov technique we form two sets of normalized modes
{ti,, ti* } and {up, u* } related by
(~p= apup + flpu*.

(14)

Our R is related to the Bogolubov coefficients ap and ill, as [RI ~ [fl~__l.Since the same
contributions from the to limit occurs in both ap and/~p they cancel out and hence
do not occur in R.
The method we are advocating has many attractive features. In this new method
the exact solution of the field equation is not required explicitly and also propagators
that make the situation very complicated. Our method requires calculation of simple
integrals (involving branch points) like (5) and (6) at the turning points. In spite of
the extreme simplicity of our method we get results [9, 10, 20, 21] which coincide
with the standard results suggesting that the complex multiple reflection technique
in time is a valid description for calculating the pair production amplitude. A very
important aspect of our method is that while evaluating the reflection amplitude the
behaviour of the solution near the turning point is not required, and we take the
contributions of classical paths and tunnelling paths (i.e., imaginary paths in time)
correctly which will b¢ justified through calculations that follow. The appropriateness
of our method will be clarified from the work of Neville [2]. However they were
unable to tackle the contributions of tunnelling paths correctly, though they mentioned
the usefulness of complex paths.
Another significant aspect of our method is that the pair production amplitude
depends on the bounce points (i.e., turning points) which lie in the complex plane.
Basically we get contributions from disconnected region i.e., from the euclidean
space.
We have employed our technique to the case of pair production in time dependent
electromagnetic field [10, 20] and obtained results which coincide with that of Barut
and Duru [22]. We have shown elsewhere [10, 20] that our technique leads exactly
to the result of Cornwall and Ticktopoulos [17]. We have further applied the method
of complex multiple reflection in time to the pair production scenario in two
dimensional Milne universe and reproduced standard results [9, 21]. In quantum
cosmology we have calculated the wavefunction of the universe identifying the pair
production wavefunction as wormhole solutions in Euclidean space. We in this paper,
test how our method works when we consider different space times to find pair
production amplitude.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 42, No. 4, April 1994
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3. Role of vacuua

Before we pass on to the calculation of pair production amplitude in curved space
time it is necessary to specify the choice of vacuum in the calculation. In curved space
time the correct choice of vacuum is still an open question. It has been shown that
a reasonable quantum vacuum can be defined in Bianchi type I universes, at the
cosmological singularity and at the asymptotic far future region provided the initial
expansion is not violent. The reader is referred to the works of Castagnino and others
[23-26] for the vacuum definition in curved space time. These authors prescribe a
vacuum choice as
1

~exp(-

ikq) ;

Gt ,4~out ..I- R , , k ' o u t
kWk
T PkWk

.

q <~ 0

(15)

~ ~ 0

where the Bogolubov coefficient Iflkl2 measures the pair production between t = 0
and t = oo; 0: "t is given by the WKB approximation solution of the field equation
and t/is a conformal time defined in (17).
Our definition is basically equivalent to the above definition of vacuum. However
we extend the idea of Cornwall and Ticktopoulos [9, 17] as follows. At t = - oo
there is no particle but at t = + oo(t > t,) due to reflection in time there is a particle
moving forward in time and an antiparticle moving backward in time; where to is
the reflection point. As the particle-antiparticle definition in Minkowski time is
not valid in curved space time we adopt Parker's definition [27] so that particleantiparticle solution are now replaced by exp(+ iS) where S is obtained through
WKB solution. With this definition our reflection coefficient will be equivalent to
IflJ0ql of Castagnino and others [23-26]. The equivalence of the two approaches is
quite convincing for the following facts. In our calculation we always convert the
metric (1) as
ds 2 = C2(t/)[dr/2 - (dx 2 + dy 2 + dz2)],

(16)

where we have introduced the conformal time coordinate t/given by
dt
rt = f ' a(t)"

(17)

We then write the equation in rt and look for the turning points. To our surprise we
find that the turning points occur at q = + ifl which is an indication of the fact that
this defines the cosmological singularity as in the work of Castagnino and others.
This allows us to define the vacuum t = 0 i.e., t / = - oo. The definition of vacuum at
q = oo is not a problem. Here the WKB solution exactly coincides with the exact
solution of the problem. So the vacuum defined with the W K B solution will be an
adiabatic vacuum. It has been shown by Castagnino and others that this type of
definition takes into account Hadamard renormalisation [23-26] properly i.e., the
Green function shows Hadamard singularity. This discussion allows us to identify
the turning points in the complex plane (in most cases Re t = 0) as the cosmological
singularity though we did not analytically continue the scale factor a(t) for complex
t. But in the solution the effect of complex t (paths in imaginary t i m e - paths in
euclidean space) is properly taken into account. We now proceed to the cMculation
of R for various space times.
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4. Applications to different space times
We now apply our technique to some known space times to find the pair production
amplitude by our method. We consider the motion of a scalar or a Dirac particle in
the space time given by (16). For a scalar particle the temporal equation is [18]
?it(r/) + [k 2 + m2 C2(r/)]A(r/) = 0,

(18)

and for Dirac particle we have [28, 30]
) ~ + [22 + m2C2(r/) + imC(r/)]f~ = 0.

(19)

where 2 is a separation constant. This separation constant arises when one tries to
solve the Dirac equation by the method of separation of variables [29] with the
substitution
~j,.

=

e x p ( - 3/2r/)Bx(r/)M xj,(r)S(O, d~)Zj,.(O, ~)

(2o)

where
0~<~.<oo, j _--~,-~
t 3 .....

l=j+½,

Ba(r/)=(f~r/)l
ff(0r/)l);i=(~

--j<<.m<~]

7)

(21)
(22)

and M~,(r), S(O, dp), Zjl,(O, dp) are defined as in [29]. Substituting (20) and (22) in the
Dirac equation one gets two first order equations for f ~ . Equation (19) is obtained
from the first order equations (see reference [29]). For a Dirac particle the relation

f~ (m)= f~ (--m),

(23)

is satisfied. So we consider the solution with one sign only.
We mentioned earlier that the nature of vacuum plays a crucial role in all particle
production situations in curved space times. We thus consider two types of problems
where in and out regions are static and where either of these two or both are non static.

Case I. Static in and out regions
We first consider a case where both in and out regions are static. For this purpose
we choose a scale factor
C 2(r/) = A + B tanh pr/.

(24)

Now we have
c2 = c2(r/-. - oo)= A -B,

c2, = c2(r/-. + oo) = A + B,

(25)

so that from (18) we can write

w2. = k 2 + m2(A - B)
2 t = k2 + m2(A + B).
I¢'ou

(26)

This implies that for both the in and out regions ~/~r/is the killing vector. As wi. # Wout
we expect particle production in such a space time.
Pramaaa - J. Phys., VoL 42, No. 4, April 1994
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Equation (18) with (24) is of the form of (2) with
f~(~l) = [ k2 + m2( A + B

(2"I)

tanh P~/)] 1/2.

The indefinite integral
(28)

I = fn(.)d.,
with the substitution

(29)

= exp(p~/)
becomes
2

2

2

1/2

(3o)

./m-

Evaluation of (30) gives
I = Wo°'ln [(¢2 + 1) t/2 + (¢2 + ¢2)t/2]

P

+.oo, Vln[( +

+ I)"2 ]

(31)

where we have introduced

(32)

V= "i./Wo.,.
With the help of (7) the turning points are determined to be
"t I ~ i T ,
T2 ~

(33)

--i~.

Using (5) we evaluate S(xt T2) to be

(34)

S ( ~ ~2) = O.

We find S(.1) from (6) to be
S(Tt ) _ Woutln(l - P

~2)1/2 +

i

~p.OUt~"

(35)

From (13), (34) and (35) we evaluate the pair production amplitude to be
R - - - i e x p [ 2'pwomln(, - , z ) x / ' ] e x p (

~'nw*°t~,;
/

(36)

so that we have
,R, 2 =exp(
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The expression (37) has also been calculated using Bogolubov transformation
technique [18]. The result is
•

Iflkl2

27[

smh ~p(Wo~t-wi,)

IRI 2 =

/
~ exp [,

•

2 /[

slnh ~p(Wou' + Win)

2nw. \
--'*|,
P /

(38)

for w~. < Wo~,. This result (38) exactly coincides with (37).
Case 2. Non static in and out region
We now consider space times where the explicit role of conformal and adiabatic
vacua has been clarified. We consider two types of universe in 4 dimensions namely
the Chitre-Hartle universe
ds 2 = dt 2 - tZ(dx ' + d y ' + dz2),

(39)

and the Milne universe
ds 2 = dt 2 - t 2 [dr z + sinh2r(dO 2 + sin2Od~2)]

(40)

and discuss pair production of spinor particle.For both the cases the metric is given
by [29]
ds 2 = C 2(r/) [dr/2 - dr 2 - f 2 (r)(dO 2 + sin 20 d~ 2)],

(41)

f(r) = r, sinhr for k = 0; - 1; C(~/)= expr/.

(42)

where
The vacuum expectation value of the regularised energy momentum tensor for
spinor fields has been evaluated [29] in the background of the Chitre-Hartle and
Milne metric in the framework of the one-loop approximation to quantum gravity.
As in the case of scalar particles, it has been shown that
(T(t/2) ~ll.~ = (T(l/2) x,ch~t~c= 0.
lk

lk

/reg

/reg

(43)

Another method to foresee particle production is the non perturbative technique of
complex multiple reflection in time. We verify with our method whether or not there
is particle production in adiabatic vacuum. The one loop correction is basically an
approximation where O(h) correction is taken into account. But in our method we
have taken corrections non perturbatively as O(h)+ O(h): + . . . In this sense our
method will be checked in the light of the correctness of one loop approximation as
well as renormalization procedure.
Equation (19) with (42) reads
f~ + [22 + mZexp(2~) + imexpOT)]f~ = 0

(44)

Equation (44) is of the form of (2) with
~(0 = (25 + iz + z2)i/2,

(45)

where we have substituted
z = m exp(t/).
Pramana - J. Phys., VoL 42, No. 4, April 1994
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The turning points are determined from (7) to be
~t =

-

i/2 +

i(22 + ¼)1/2,

z z = - i/2 - i(22 + ¼)1/2.

(47)

Using (5) we calculate S ( z I T2) to be

(48)

S(T 1 "t2) -- 1t/2 -t- iTt,~.

Using (6) we find S(TI) to be
S('IL'I)

=

re/4 + i[ln(22 + ¼) + ~t2/2].

- -

(49)

The pair production amplitude can now be obtained from (13), (48) and (49) to be
1
e x p ( - i n / 2 ) e x p ( - hA)
i(22 + ¼)1/2
1 - e x p ( - 2n2)

R

9

(50)

so that we have
IRI2 = 1
e x p ( - 2n2)
(22 + ¼) [1 - e x p ( - 2~2)] 2"

(51)

The consequence of this result will be discussed shortly.
Case 3. Static in and non-static out reoion

We consider now the scale factor with the past statically bounded expansion,
C(r/) -- Ci, + exp(2b~/),

(52)

where b -- constant > 0 is the expansion parameter. The expansion starts at ~/~ - oo
with the constant scale factor C+, = constant which we assume to be always C~, # 0;
thus the in region is Minkowskian.
Equation (19) with (52) becomes
f~ + [w~2.+ 2 m ( m C l . + ib)exp(2btl) + m2 exp(4br/)] fa = 0

(53)

where we have put
w2. = 22 + m 2 C2,.

(54)

Equation (53) is of the form of (2) with

fl(~) = [~2 + (2u + 0r + v2] t/2,

(55)

where we have introduced
m

= ~-~exp(2bt/),

328
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v = wi./2b,

(57)

Iz = m C i . / 2 b .

(58)
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The turning points are determined from (7) to be
~x = -- ~ + i/2) + [(~ +//2) 2 -- v2"]1/2,
"~2 ~- -- 0 "1 "}- i/2) -- [ (~1 "{"//2)

2 --

V2"] 1/2.

(59)

Using (5) we calculate S(zx ~2) to be
S(~l T2) = 7t/2 ÷ i(v - p)Tt.

(60)

Using (6) we have for S(TI)
S(z I ) = Re + i [ In { (~2 _ ¼ _ v2)2 +/~2 } 1is
V~

+ ½ptan-t p2 -~z - v2 + 2 ]

(61)

where 'Re' refers to the real part of S(~1). From (13), (60) and (61) we have for the
pair production amplitude
R -- - i [ ( p 2 - ¼ - v2) 2 + p 2 1 1 / 4

exp(2i R e ) e x p ( - - p t a n \

x

1 -

I

P
/22 -- 1 -- V2) e x p ( - VTt)
(62)

exp[- i(v-p)~]

so that we have
expI-/~tan-l/~2

~_v21exp(-2vn)

I g l s -_
[0./2 1

V2)2 4" //2"]1/2

[1 - exp{ - 2(v -/~)Tt} ] z

(63)
In case Ci, = 0 we have p = 0 and (63) reduces to
IR

1
e x p ( - 2v~t)
(v2 + ¼)'[1 - e x p ( - 2vTt)'l2'

(64)

which is the same result (51) we obtained from Chitre-Hartle and Miine metric.
We now discuss the results we have so far obtained. For the static in and out
regions [case 1] our results exactly reproduce the result of Birrel and Davies [18].
In the case of Chitre-Hartle and Milne universe [case 2] our result needs a careful
analysis. It has been mentioned that there will be no particle production in ChitreHartle or Milne case in adiabatic vacuum though we see pair production in conformal
vacuum. But in our analysis through W K B approximation the vacuum chosen is
definitely adiabatic vacuum. If we translate our results to two dimensions, we find
particle production even in adiabatic vacuum though this is not actually the case as
demanded by Sahni [29]. Our suggestion is that this type of reduction should not
be done directly from the results of IRI2 in 4 dimensions. The reason is as follows.
Elsewhere [9, 21] we calculated IRI 2 in degenerate Kasner's space time, namely
d s 2 -~ d t 2 - d x 2 - t 2 d y 2 -

dz 2.

Pranmaa- J. Phys., VoL 42, No. 4, April 1994
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We found a non-zero IRI 2 for such a space time. Using x=O, z=O, thereby
setting k I = k 3 = 0 in the expression for I RI2...,s~paoe time' we found I RI 2 - - , 0 i.e.,
[R[Milne
universe2 ~ 0. This is quite an usual result. The reason is that the 2 dimensional
Milne universe can be reduced to a flat space time under the substitution [18]
y0 = exp t/cosh x
yl = exp ~/sinh x

(66)

with 0 < yO < to and - ~ < yt < ~ . Hence we do not expect particle production
in 2 dimensional Milne universe. But the 4 dimensional Milne universe is not
'merely flat space time in disguise'. Naturally in our calculation [9] we find that
2 in 4 d|mension # 0 . As 4 in (51) does not explicitly contain k t , k 2 , k 3 it is difficult
[ R [MUne
to set any two of the three variables to be equal to zero. In other words, a direct
reduction of 4(4 dimension) to 4(2 dimension) is not readily possible. Hence passage
from 4 dimensions to 2 dimensions is not justified. A definite conclusion can be
obtained by considering the Dirac equation in 2 dimensional Milne universe and
investigating particle production aspect in such a space time. But Milne universe in
4 dimension is not directly related to the Minkowski covering space to give a special
significance to adiabatic vacuum. In this respect non-zero [R [2 in adiabatic vacuum
for Milne universe in 4 dimension is not unusual. However, the standard result that
there will be no particle production in adiabatic vacuum follows from our expression
of lRI 2. If the ~'w~, is to be identified with the adiabatic vacuum then in the expression
(13) we should put m or 4 large in exp[_+ iS(t)]. For large 4 the vacuum defined by
(19) will then reproduce the results of adiabatic vacuum. In that case from (51) we
have IRI 2 ---.0, because of the exponential factor. The surprising fact is that (51) is
independent of m indicating that the vacuum in question does not depend upon m. It
should be noted that adiabatic vacuum is a result of large mass approximation
whereas the conformal vacuum exploits the conformal symmetry of the massless case.
Our non-perturbative calculation takes the contribution from disconnected region
and origin of the thermal spectrum [denominator of (51)] is inherent in our approach.
In (51) term ~ 1 / 4 2 generally arises in standard calculations but the rest is due to
the contribution of tunnelling behaviour in complex treatment. The origin of the
thermal spectrum is basically due to the contribution from the bounce points which
depends on the topology of the space time chosen. It is evident that if we consider
the adiabatic vacuum we must take 4---,large in the expression for [RI 2 but if the
vacuum is not adiabatic (of course our vacuum is not conformal) then the approximation
4 large is not necessary and the origin of thermal spectrum is definitely related to
the topology of the spacetime. This requires further investigation.
Lotze [19] has also investigated the statically bounded expansion cases [case 3].
However our result is slightly different from his result. Let us suppose that the
expansion is rapid. By this we mean that the expansion parameter b is so large that
at Compton time tc = l/m, Ct. may be omitted in C(r/). In that case we have a(tc)
[see (1)] approximately equal to 2bt~ > Ci, and hence/~, << 1, a condition of rapid
expansion. In expanding universe 4/a is the momentum where ). is a separation
constant in (19). So the non-relativistic particles satisfy the condition 4lain << 1, i.e.,
4/(2bt~m)<< 1, which means 4/2b<< 1 (since mt~ = 1). Thus even in the expanding
universe the particles can be non-relativistic so long as b is large i.e., expansion is
rapid. We finally conclude that the vacuum defined in Chitre-Hartle or Milne case
is not exactly the adiabatic vacuum though it behaves as adiabatic vacuum only
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in large ). approximation. This is an interesting result. However it is a
investigation to judge this vacuum with respect to strong and weak vacuum
by Castagnino and others [23-261. At least we can say that the vacuum
WKB approximation in complex time is not adiabatic vacuum for ~, m
even if the conditions (15) are satisfied.

matter of
as defined
chosen to
not large,

5. Conclusion

Let us summarize the essential features and the conclusions that follow therefrom.
(1) We employ WKB approximation in complex time to find out pair production
amplitude. Real path corresponds to the standard WKB approximation but complex
semiclassical paths in time takes into account the tunnelling behaviour. (2) It is a
non-perturbative approach, at least a step further from the one-loop approximation.
(3) The use of WKB method in this type of problem is quite justified. (4) Thermal
spectrum arises from the tunnelling path. Classically, the particle is at rest at the
turning points but the quantum behaviour makes the particle to tunnel into complex
plane to come back as if it spends most of the time at the turning points. (5) The
method is applied to various cases almost reproducing the exact result obtained
through Bogolubov transformation technique. (6) It is a noticeable result that the
turning points in most cases studied lies at t = 0 + ie. This suggests that particle
production takes place at very early stage of the universe. Behaviour of the particle
in the euclidean space determines the nature of production. This aspect is very
important in the light of quantum cosmology particularly in evaluating quantum
wavefunction. (7) We have chosen our vacuum such that the scale factor satisfies the
criteria laid down by Castagnino and others [23-26:] i.e., we are dealing with adiabatic
vacuum. (8) We have also evaluated the amount of particle production in a de-Sitter
e x p ( - m~/b)
space time with a(t) = exp(2bt) and found a pair production 0c
. This
1 + e x p ( - mn/b)
is due to the fact that the adiabatic vacuum reduces to conformal vacuum. The
particle production in de-Sitter space time, stability of de-Sitter vacuum and evolution
of cosmological constant will be dealt with in future.
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